Jewish Prime Minister Menachem Begin has granted Dr. Jerry Falwell an interview with him at the LBC Governor's Conference. The interview, tentatively scheduled for the Old-Time Gospel Hour special program early next year.

During Dr. Falwell's recent trip to Israel, accompanied by Jewish American Christians, he may have been the first daily to tape the Old-Time Gospel Hour program with the world leader while who was recently released the Hebrew

Prime Minister Begin's invitation was received and Dr. Falwell said he extended the invitation from the Israeli leaders when those of the Middle East were not included in my program. The leader's studio will be the next part of Missions Department Breakfast Church.

Falked was joined by Old-Time Gospel Hour. Dr. Jerry Falwell will be a special guest at the Old-Time Gospel Hour special program.

Dr. Falwell feels it is especially important that this Old-Time Gospel Hour be characterized by the spirit of3.

The Old-Time Gospel Hour special will also feature a message by Prime Minister Begin, Dr. Falwell and the beautiful land of Israel, and will be distributed to subscribers as a gift from the program.

Christian can be cardi.

Falwell said, "The continued access and communication of the Lord and God's continuing covenant with God's promise to Abraham."  

The special telecast will be the story of Mai Lee, a six-year-old refugee from Laos, her family's exodus from the Communist nation, and her father's escape from the Communists. The special will also include many scenes of the beautiful land of Israel, and the image of God's promise to Abraham. The special will be distributed to subscribers as a gift from the program.
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Jim Jones And The Psychology Of Cults

By EDWARD E. HINDSON

The mass suicide-murder of more than 900 of Jim Jones' followers at "Jonestown," Guyana, South America, has been called the religious cult massacre of the century. Although the event occurred many years ago, the questions that it raises are still with us. While many of our students are aware of a. cult, few know what a cult is. When surveyed, most of our students could not define a cult, so this subject needs to be introduced to high school students.

The attitude and atmosphere of our public high schools were such that the curriculum was never designed to teach any subject with any depth. Liberty, Equality, Socialism. (The mass suicide-murder of more than 900 of Jim Jones' followers at "Jonestown," Guyana, South America, has been called the religious cult massacre of the century. Although the event occurred many years ago, the questions that it raises are still with us. While many of our students are aware of a cult, few know what a cult is. When surveyed, most of our students could not define a cult, so this subject needs to be introduced to high school students.}

The June 1978 murder-suicide of the mass cult followers (a group which eventually included more than 900 members) and their leader, Jim Jones, at Jonestown in Guyana was the most sensational cult incident in recent history. The incident has led to the expression of many feelings and reactions, including sympathy, revulsion, and concern. There is widespread interest in the cult phenomenon and an increased awareness of cults and their impact on society. This interest and awareness have been fueled by the media, which have devoted extensive coverage to the Jonestown tragedy and other cult incidents. The media have also provided a platform for the followers and critics of cults to express their views.

The cult phenomenon is complex and multifaceted, and understanding it requires a multidisciplinary approach. It is essential to examine the psychological, sociological, and historical aspects of cults in order to gain a comprehensive understanding of their nature and impact. This article will focus on the psychological aspects of cults, with an emphasis on the role of leadership and the process of recruitment and indoctrination.

CULT LEADERSHIP

Cult leaders are often charismatic and possess a strong sense of personal power and control. They are able to attract and retain followers by using a variety of tactics, including manipulation, intimidation, and psychological manipulation. The cult leader often presents himself or herself as a savior, a prophet, or a messiah, and followers are encouraged to place total trust in the leader's guidance and direction.

Cult leaders often create a sense of urgency and a sense of mission among their followers. They present a clear and compelling vision of the future and encourage followers to sacrifice their personal interests and desires in order to achieve this vision. Followers are often placed in a position of dependency on the leader, and they are encouraged to view the leader as a source of guidance and support.

CULT RECRUITMENT

Cults are able to recruit new members by using a variety of tactics, including manipulation, intimidation, and psychological manipulation. They often target vulnerable individuals, such as those who are isolated or who have experienced personal trauma. Cults may also prey on people who are seeking to fulfill a sense of purpose or meaning in their lives.

Cults often create a sense of community among their followers by encouraging a shared sense of identity and purpose. They may use groupthink, a phenomenon in which group members are influenced by the group's norms and values, to create a sense of belonging and unity among followers. Cults may also use psychological manipulation, such as the use of guilt and shame, to control and manipulate followers.

CULTindoctrination

Cults use a variety of techniques to indoctrinate their followers, including propaganda, brainwashing, and mind control. They often use a system of beliefs and values that are designed to create a sense of loyalty and devotion to the cult. Followers are often encouraged to adopt a set of beliefs and values that are different from those of the mainstream society.

In conclusion, the cult phenomenon is a complex and multifaceted phenomenon that requires a multidisciplinary approach for its understanding. Cults are able to recruit new members and indoctrinate them by using a variety of tactics, including manipulation, intimidation, and psychological manipulation. Cult leaders often present themselves as saviors, prophets, or messiahs, and they create a sense of urgency and a sense of mission among their followers. To combat the cult phenomenon, it is essential to educate the public and to develop strategies for preventing and countering cult activity.

Liberty, Equality, Socialism

Jim Jones, former leader of the People's Temple in Guyana, expressed a slogan for his movement in the words "Liberty, Equality, Socialism." His followers were called "Jonestownians," and they were known for their radical politics and their commitment to social justice. They believed that the United States was a "manufactured religion of human effort" that was founded on church government but did not reject each other as followers. His tactics grew out of the basic psychology of justinatu'a.
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Churches in Spain have rallied in recent months to announce a name change for their institution and board of directors, effective immediately. The change of name is in recognition of the Christian faith and its commitment to the Gospel. According to Falwell, the name change reflects the church's desire to identify with the Laie, Illinois-based Church of the Latter-day Saints. The new name will be the Liberty Institute for Mastery of the Bible. The Institute was founded 100 years ago, in a special church meeting, by Dr. Harold Willmington, who became the first president of the Bible Institute since it opened in 1921. Willmington said the new name more effectively reflects the Institute's mission and its commitment to the Bible. The Institute offers Correspondence School courses, Sunday School classes, and a four-year Institute Program. The Institute aims to reach people across America studying the Bible with the resources it provides. There are over 7,000 students enrolled in the Institute's Bible courses. The goal is to reach every American with the message of the Bible. The Institute is supported by donations and by the sale of its materials. The Institute is located in Chicago, Illinois, and its mailing address is P.O. Box 2777, Christian Film Service, Chicago, Illinois, 60605. The name change is effective immediately, and students will be notified of the change. The Institute is now known as the Liberty Institute for Mastery of the Bible.
HAROLD McNABB: 'FILLING THE SHOES A MUST'

By Bob HARRIS

The dawn fell 1944, the end of the second battle of the Philippine Islands, 30 months after the first one at Guadalcanal. To the hundredth anniversary of the battle, the thought of the long journey of the ship's captain.

The ship was at the harbor; the American soldier was forced to leave his native land to fight in the battle. The ship's captain was the last American soldier to leave the area, as he had volunteered to be the last man to leave.

After the battle, the ship's captain was awarded the Distinguished Service Cross, the highest military award given. The ship's captain then returned to the United States and started a new life, working in the shipyard, serving as a ship's captain, and helping to build ships for the war effort.

The ship's captain's story is a testament to the sacrifice and bravery of those who fought in the battle of the Philippine Islands. His story is a reminder of the importance of remembering those who served and sacrificed for our country.
‘Hand Talking’ Is Blessing To Sandra Witt

Sandra has learned other things while working at the church. She helps at the church's two annual parties and outings for TRBC. She also helps at the church's annual conferences. She helps in the church's multimedia department, which produces videos, CDs, and DVDs. She helps the church's website and social media. She helps with the church's newsletter and other publications.

Sandra has been a member of the church for 23 years. She is married to Jim Witt and has three children. She enjoys working at the church and helping others. She is very thankful for the opportunity to use her hand-talking skills in the church.

Sandra's story is a testimony to the power of God to transform lives. She is a living example of how God can use even the most unlikely people to accomplish His work. She is a blessing to the church and to the community at large.
Baptist Bible College Grows Rapidly

**Spending Lab 913, BBC proudly begins its first full problems in 1951. In its first full year of operation, the college managed to turn out its first graduating class. In 1953, the college opened its doors to the public and began admitting students. The college has since grown to become one of the largest and most respected Bible colleges in the nation.**

**Today, the college is home to over 1,800 students and offers a wide range of degree programs in various fields of study.**

**The college is known for its strong emphasis on practical, hands-on learning and its commitment to preparing students for successful careers in ministry and other fields.**

**Baptist Bible College continues to grow each year, and its impact on the lives of students and the communities they serve is immeasurable.**

**WE AT COUNTS & JONES THANK YOU FOR YOUR PATRONAGE THIS PAST YEAR. IT IS OUR SINCERE WISH TO YOU FOR A MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR.**

**PAT COX BOB CARSON TED COUTN ES LES MITCHELL AARON SHORTT MARGARET TEMPLETON**

**Save Money when you Christmas shop at the CANNON TOWEL OUTLET**

- **Low prices on jewelry**
- **First quality towel set**
- **Bedspreads solded**
- **Twin $18.99, queen $24.99**
- **Full $20.00, king $28.99**
- **Christmas fingertip towels**
- **Christmas dish towels**

**2215 - 1/2 miles from Expressway & Old Forest Road**
16-10 Mon. - Sat. Fri. night 9-9 239-0040

**We call it The Open Bible. For Good Reason.**

**You hardly ever see one closed.**

**Here's why:**

- **Large selection of Bibles**
- **Comparative prices**
- **Christian literature**
- **Christian literature**
- **Christian literature**

**Free70 Christmas Gable to tell you how to use it.**

**Christian Book Shop**

**Christmas Hours:**
9-9 Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., 9-6 Sat.

**All the things you care about, you'll learn more about in The journal-champion**

**Subscribe Today!**

**Your special coupon for a magazine subscription:**

**Wellsand 30 CASSETTE DUPLICATOR**

**Makes 2 copies at a time at 30 L.P.S.**

**NET $10.99**

**Join us for the Lights of Faith**
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**More info on our web site:**

**www.wellsand30.com**

**A professional touch for everyone.**
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2306 Yoakum, Suite B
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**LBC Wrestlers Impress: Team Returns to Top Spots**

Wrestling has become one of the most popular and successful college sports in recent years. At LBC, the team has been included in the most successful college athletes in the nation. The team is currently ranked second in the nation with 122 points for a victory over their nearest rival, The Citadel, who is currently ranked third with 282 points.

The wrestling program is only four years old and has already made a significant impact. The coaches' vision sees a day when the team will be considered one of the top teams in the country. The team has developed into a truly exciting sporting adventure.

The coaches attribute the team's success to "many hours of hard work and dedication," said Coach Brenda Bonheim. "The team has worked hard to achieve this level of success."
HOLY LAND TOUR MAKES HISTORY

Israeli tour boat takes American Christians on tour in the Sea of Galilee.

One of the most popular attractions in the Holy Land is a visit to the Tomb of Jesus.

Don Norman and the Liberty Baptist College Chorale sing for the tourists as part of the Old-Time Gospel Hour tour.

Miss Anita Bryant, one of America's most beloved Gospel musicians, entertained during special evening services on the OTGH Holy Land Tour. She has been a favorite among the viewers of Dr. Falwell's TV program.

American Christians enjoyed their tour with Dr. Falwell through the beautiful Holy Land of Israel.

Dr. Falwell interviews Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin for prime time Old-Time Gospel Hour television special to be broadcast nationally in early 1979. The two leaders discussed Bible prophecy and the Middle East in this exclusive and exclusive television interview.